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Let R be a ring with identity, and let R~, AR denote the categories of unital 
left and right R-modules, respectively. For a left ideal I of 
A module C E R& is called I-projective if the functor Hom(,C, -> is exact 
on all short exact sequences in R& 0 +x-+x-+x”-~owithIx’=o. 1% 
will denote the full subcategory of s.,&’ consisting of all I-projective modules 
in IJro 
A homomorphism 4: & -+ $Vf is called the I-colocalization of iPI if 
Cl. IKer+ =ICok+ =O, 
62. CEJ-27’. 
On the other hand, let S be a ring with identity, and let S&, J& denote the 
categories of unital left and right S-modules, respectively. For a right ideal 1 of 
S, let 
A module L E s& is called J-injective if the functor om(-, &) is exact on 
all short exact sequences in +&’ 0 --+ Y’ - Y-+ Y”--+ 0 with JY” = 0. .P 
will denote the full subcategory of +%’ consisting of all J-inject&e modules in 
JF. 
A homomorphism #s: ,N - ,L is called the J-localization of N if 
El. JKerz) = JCok# =O, 
L2. I# EJ9. 
In case J is an idempotent ideal of S, the J-localization is nothing else but t 
localization with respect to a torsion class 
(YEpd%I JY=O). 
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:! bimodule Rl,‘s gives rise to the functors H r. &om(,U, - -): ..,&-> PM 
and T 5 R( U (T& -): ,M-+ ,& together with the natural transformations 
@: TII-F lRU/, 
defined canonically. 
and YJ: l,,,/, -.f HT 
Now, there appeared, forming a striking contrast, the following results: 
Cunningham, Ruttcr, and ‘l’urnidge [4]: Let U, be a module with the trace 
ideal J in S and R : : End( Es). If (is is finitely gencrated projective, then for 
all N E .&!, Y’v: N -.> HT(A) is the J-localization of N. 
iTIcNIastcr [g]: Let ulJ b e a module with the trace ideal I in R and 
S =.- End(, U). If R i7 is projective, then for all M E ,&!, @,M: TIZ(M) -P M is the 
I-colocalization of Ad. 
In the present paper we adopt a torsion theoretical approach to unify and to 
improve both the above results without the “projectivity” assumption, esta- 
blishing an elegant duality between I-colocalization and J-localization via the 
functors II and T induced by a “D-context” R CT, with the trace ideals RI and Js . 
For this purpose we need a notion of a “D-context,” a gcncralization of a 
Morita-context: Let D be a set. A D-context is a bimodule RljS together with 
products (u, d) E 1-Z and [d, U] E S satisfying 
Dl. (u + u‘, d) = (u, d) J- (II’, d), [d, u + u’] --_ [d, u] + [d, u’], 
D2. (ru, d) -= r(u, d), [d, us] = [d, U] s, 
L>3. (u, d) u’ y-5 u[d, u’] for all U, u’ E U, d E D, r E R, s E S. 
For a D-context RUs , 
J-: Js= 
I 
C[di,u,]iuiCU,diED 
I 
are called the trace ideals of the context. Sote that 1 is a left idcal of R, whereas 
J is a right idcal of S. 
A module UE&~ is called J-flat if the functor (U as -) is exact on all 
short exact sequences in .& 0 + y’-• Y - Y” 3 0 wit11 JY” =’ 0. 
WC are now in a position to state our main theorem that exhibits a perfect 
duality between I-colocalization and J-localization via a D-context RUS with the 
trace ideals R1 and Js . 
THEOREM 5.3. Let RD:T be a D-context with the truce ideals RI and Js . Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) IU = U and KU is I-projective. 
(2) Im T C ,567. 
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(3) Im T = p. 
64 and T induce an equivalence 
,g-ImH. 
(5) For all M E +A?, QM: TH(M) -+ il!I is the ~-co~oc~~~~~t~on of 
(6) TH turns out to be the core$ector of ,+k! in 1G9S 
(7) Uj = U and Us is J-$at. 
(8) 
(IS> M apzd T induce an equivalence 
Im TNJA?. 
(11) For all NE &if, Y,,,: N + HT(N) is the ~-~oc~lix~t~o~ of IV. 
(12) NT turns out to be the reflector of s&Z in $Z. 
Moreovti, in these circumstances H and T induce an equivalence 
I?? - ,5c. 
Section 3 is devoted to investigate Im T, Ker H, Im H, and Ker T and to 
show the following theorems: 
~HEOXEM 1.4. Let R Us be a bimodule and iT a left ideal of R. If R U genuates 
J, then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(I) m = u. 
(2) CJq = 7, where S&&T) = (C E g2’ / ,Ugenerates &‘>. 
(3) Im TL,F. 
(4) THfM) E IF for all M E R~. 
(5) Ker H = (X E ,A j IX = 0). 
?%EOREM 1.8. Let R Us be a bimodule and 1 a right ideal of 8. If US generates 
Js , then the following conditions aYe equivalent: 
(I) UJT = U. 
(2) P(Us)=,S, wheve~(Us)=(L~sA?/ U@l=O in U&L., EE 
L * 1 = 0). 
(4) HT(N) E $F fey all N E s&2‘. 
(5) KerT=(YEsdd/jY=O). 
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These theorems, improving on a part of [15, Theorem 1.71 as well as [14, 
Proposition 1.21 and [8, Proposition 1.31, play a fundamental role in the present 
work. 
Every equivalence of categories exhibited in this paper has its origin in the 
following theorem established in Section 2 (cf. [6, 7, 10, Ill). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let RUS be a D-context with the trace ideals RI and JS , If 
either IU = U OY UJ = U, then H and T induce an equivalence 
Im TNImH. 
A paper of McMaster [S] has inspired us to develope a theory of I-colocaliza- 
tion in Section 3. A portion of our results has been obtained in [S] for the case 
of a derived context a Us of a projective module R U. We show in Section 3 the 
equivalence of conditions (l)-(6) of Theorem 5.3. The equivalence of conditions 
(7)-(12) of Theorem 5.3 is shown in Section 4. Connecting conditions (l)-(6) 
with (7)-(12), the duality Theorem 5.3 is established in Section 5. Section 6 
is concerned with the situation when IY is closed under submodules, or when 
Jfl is closed under factor modules (cf. [l, 2, 8, 9, 12, 161). 
1. TORSION THEORY 
Throughout this paper, unless otherwise specified, R and S will denote rings 
with identity, I a left ideal of R, and J a right ideal of S. 
For an R-S-bimodule RUS , let H and T consistently denote the functors 
H = sHom(RU, -): R~ --+ +&?, 
A class 9 of modules in g& is called a torsion class if there exists a class 9 
of modules in R&? such that (r, 9) is a torsion theory for R&? in the sense of 
Dickson [5]. 5 is a torsion class if and only if it is closed under isomorphic 
copies, factor modules, direct sums, and extensions (Dickson [S]). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. rY is a torsion class closed under small epimorphisms. 
Proof. A routine verification shows that rY is closed under isomorphic 
copies, factor modules, direct sums, and extensions. Now, suppose that C’ is a 
small submodule of C with C/C’ E rY. Then IC + c’ = C, so IC = C because 
c’ is small in C. 
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Letting 
F = (X E .dt j Hom(,C, RX) = 8 for all C E 1S), 
I&Y, 9) is then a torsion theory for R& in view of the preceding proposition, 
$EMMA 1.2. (ir:ER~jIX=O}C~. 
Prooj. Suppose 1X = 0, C E IY-, and f~ Hom(,C, R I Then q = ICf c 
1X = 0, so f = 0, concluding that X E g. 
For a module RU, let 
CT&U) = {C E +&4 j R U generates &). 
LEMMA 1.3. Let R lYs be a bimodule. If R Ugenerates &, then 
(I) pY- c SyRU). 
(2) KerHC~XERAIIX=O)--C~. 
Proofs (1) If C E r.Y, then ,J’ generates IC = C; but RU generates ,B, so 
RU generates C. 
(2) Suppose X E Ker N, then IX = 0 because Hom(, U, 1X) = 0 and R U 
generates 1X by the preceding argument. 
Recall that 
Im T = {C E RA’ / C w T(N) for some N E +&‘jO 
THEOREM 1.4. Let RIJs be a bimodule. If RU gelzerates Jy then the f~~l~~~~~ 
conditioaw: are equivalent : 
(1) IU = u. 
(2) %U) = rye 
(3) Im TC,Y. 
(4) TEi(M) E IY for all ME R~. 
(5) Ker H = 5F. 
(6) OS, Ker H) is a torsion theory for R~. 
(7) KerH=(XeRA!\lX=O). 
PYOOJ. (1) + (2). U E I~ by (1) and r9- is a torsion class by Proposition 
1.1, hence 9(,U) C,Y. Thus 3(RLi) = IY in view of Lemma 1.3, 
(2) =F- (3). Im T C %(,U) = rF. 
(3) * (4). This is obvious. 
(4) * (5). If X E 9=, then 
I-Iom(H(XJ H(X)) R+ Hom(Tdr”(X), 
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because TH(x) E rr. Thus X E Ker H, so Ker H = s by virtue of Lemma 1.3. 
(5) * (6). This is clear because ([y, 9) is a torsion theory. 
(5) + (6) + (7). This follows from Lemma 1.3. 
(7) s- (1). Since U/IlJ E (X E R~ 1 IX = O] = Ker H, Hom(,U, U/IV) 
= 0, concluding that IU = U. 
Each of the above results can be dualized as follows: 
PROPOSITION 1.5. ,Fis a touion-free class closed under essential monomorphisms. 
Proof. One verifies easily that ,9 is closed under isomorphic copies, sub- 
modules, direct products, and extensions. Now, suppose that ,L is an essentia1 
extension of L’ with L’ E # and Jl = 0, 0 # 1 EL. Then there exists s E S 
such that 0 # sl EL’. But then Jsl C Jl = 0 because J is a right ideal of S, so 
sl = 0 since sl E L’, L’ E J%. This contradiction shows L E ,9 (cf. [I 11). 
Letting 
Y = {Y E ,,-A 1 Hom(,Y, sL) = 0 for all L E JS}, 
(r, Jg) is then a torsion theory for +k’ in view of Proposition 1.5. 
LEMMA 1.6. {YE~J&‘~ JY=O)CF. 
Proof. Suppose JY = 0, L E $F-, and g E Hom(,Y, sL). Then for each 
y E Y, J(yg) = (Jy) g = 0, but then yg = 0, for yg EL, L E sF. Thus 
Hom(,Y, sL) = 0 for all L E Jfl, so YE y as desired. 
For a module US , let 
9(Uu,) = p ~S~~U&)l=OinU@L,l~L~l=O. 
s 1 
LEMMA 1.7. Let R US be a bimodule. If US generates Js , then 
(1) $-CC(U,). 
(2) KerT_C(YEsAjJY=O)C9. 
Proof. Since Us generates Js , there exist a set A, a direct sum WA) of 
card A copies of Us, and an epimorphism g: VA) + Js which induces an 
epimorphism h,: WA) OS Y -+ JY defined via hr(- By) = g(-) y for y E Y, 
YESdd. 
(1) Suppose L E JF, 1 EL, and U @ I= 0 in U OS L. Then WA) @ I= 0 
in VA) OS L by the canonical isomorphism VA) OS L B (U OS L)cA), so 
Jl = &( UA) @ 1) = 0, and hence I= 0, concluding that L E R( US). 
(2) Suppose Y G Ker T. Then U(A) OS Y m (U OS Y)cA) = 0, so JY = 
hy( iIT(A) 6Js Y) = 0. 
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Recall that 
THEOFSM 1.8. Let R Us be a bimodule. If Us generates Js , then the folloz&zg 
conditions aye equivalent: 
(1) UJ = pi. 
(2) F(Us) = jF. 
(3) ImHC,F. 
(4) ITT(N) E JF fo7 all N. E so. 
(5) Ker T = F. 
(6) (Ker TS JS) is a torsion theory for S~S 
(7) Ker T = (YE sdZT / JY = 0). 
Proof. (I) * (2). s uppose L E F( U,), I EL, and JI = 0. Then 
so I = 0. This, together with Lemma 1.7, shows P(US) = $F. 
(2) a (3). Let us first observe H(M) E g( US) for ail M E B~. To see 
this, let f E H(M) and U @f = 0 in U OS N(M) = (M). Then by== 
( U @f)GM = 0. Thus Im Ef C F( US) = +F. 
(3) 3 (4). This is trivial. 
(4) =+ (5). Suppose YET, then 
Hom( T(Y), T(Y)) w Hom( Y, HT(Y)) = 0, 
for NT(Y) E J9-. Th us YE Ker T, concluding that Ker T = F by virtue of 
Lemma 1.7. 
(5) o (6). This is clear because (F-, J.F) is a torsion theory. 
(5) G- (6) + (7). This foilows from Lemma 1.7. 
(7) * (1). Since S/SJE {Y E +k’ 1 JY = 0} = Ker T, 
UjUJ = UjUSJ R+ U @I SjSJ = 0, 
s 
2. D-CONTEXTS AND EQUIVALENCE 
PRQPOSIT~ON 2.1. Let R U, be a D-context with the trace ideals RI ad Is ~ 
Then 
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(1) IU = UJ. 
(2) R U generates $. 
(3) Us generates Js . 
Proof. This follows from a routine verification. 
LEMMA 2.2, Let RUs be a D-context with the trace ideal RI and ME &4’. 
Then I Ker QiM = 0. 
Proof. Suppose C ui @ fi E Ker DM, u E U, and d E D. Then 
(~,d)CuiOfi=C(u,d)uiO~~==Cu[d,uilOfi=CUO[d.d,Uilfi 
=u@x[d,ui]fi=O, 
since for all 21’ E U 
u’ (c [d, uB]fz) = C u’([d, ui]fi) = c (u’[d, @il)fi = c ((u’, d) ui)fi 
= C (u’, d) (uifi) = (u’, d)C u& = 0. 
Thus I Ker QM = 0. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let RUs be a D-context with the trace ideal Js and NE s&Z!. 
Then J Cok lu, = 0. 
Proof. Suppose 7 E HT(N), d E D, and u E U. Putting 
q=~ui@niEU@N and n = C [d, ui] ni EN, 
s 
for each u’ E U 
u’([d, 4 7) = @‘Ed, 4)7 = ((u’, 4 4 rl = (u’, 4 (4 = (u’, 4 c ui 0 ni 
= C (u’, d) ui @ ni = c u’[d, ui] @ ni = c u’ @ [d, ui] ni 
= u’ @ c [d, ui] ni = u’ @ n = u’(nul,), 
so[d,u]~=nY~EImY~.ThusJCokY~=O. 
A homomorphism 4: R C -+ RM is called a corational extension of M if for all 
RX C Ker +, 
Hom(,C, Ker #Xj’ = 0. 
A homomorphism #: .N -+ SL is called a rational extension of N if for all 
,Y with Im#_C YCL, 
Hom( Y/Im #, sL) = 0. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let RUs be a D-context with the trace ideals xl and ,iS . Thm 
(1) dU = U a for all M E &4!, QM. * TH(M) -+ M is a c~~a~i~~a~ ex~e~~~~ 
of M =a for all NE JxJf4f, @T(‘@ is an isomorphism. 
(2) Uj= U=>forallNEsdY,ylN:N -+ NT(N) is a rational e~~e~si~~ of 
N *fog all A.4 E g~, YH(,) is an isomorphism. 
(3) If either XJ = U OY Uj = U, then H md T induce an equivalence 
Proof. (1) Suppose IU = U. Then for al! ME &X, TV E,F by 
Theorem 1.4 together with Proposition 2.1. But then I Ker @, = 
2.2, so for all gX C Mer Ip, ) 
Hom( TH(M), Ker C&/X) = 
by virtue of Lemma 1.2. Suppose next that for all M E R~, 
is a corational extension of M. Since for all NE .&F, 
@r(W) is a split epimorphism and there then exists an epimorp 
By hypothesis, however, 
Hom(THT(N), Xer QTcN)) = 
hence Ker $+J = 0, concluding that di,(,) is an isomorphism. 
(2) Suppose UJ = U. Then for all NE +@, HT(N) E J% according to 
Theorem 1.8 together with Proposition 2.1. But then J Cok Uq, = 
2.3, so for all .Y with Im YN C Y C NT(N), 
Hom(Y/Im YN , NT(N)) = 
by virtue of Lemma 1.6. Suppose next that for all. NE sA, TN: N + NT 
rational extension of N. Since for all M E RA?, 
yH(,) is a split monomorphism and there then exists a monomorpbism 
Cok y&t) - HTH(M). 
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By hypothesis, however, 
Hom(Cok YacM) , HTH(M)) = 0, 
hence Cok YHcM) = 0. Thus YIHcM) is an isomorphism. 
(3) This follows from (1) and (2), noting IU = U o UJ = U by Propo- 
sition 2.1. 
3. 1-COLOCALIZATION AND EQUIVALENCE 
A homomorphism 4: s C + RM is called the coreflection of M in IV if C E I97 
and if any homomorphism c’ + M with c’ E $7 factors uniquely through 9. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The I-colocalixation of M is the corejlection of M in IF as 
well as a cozational extension of M. 
Proof. Suppose that 4: sC --f RM is the I-colocalization of M and that 
sX 2 Ker $. Since C E I5 and I Ker + = 0, we have 
Hom(,C, Ker b/X) = 0, 
proving that + is a corational extension of M. To show 4 the coreflection of M 
in,~,letf:C’-->MwithC’E,~.SinceICok~=O,IMCIm4;henceC’f= 
IC’f C Im $. This, together with I Ker $ = 0 and C’ E I%?, implies an existence 
off ‘: c’ + C with f ‘$ = f. As for the uniqueness off ‘, it suffices to show that 
f’~=O~f’=O.Infact,f’~=O~C’f’=IC’f’~IKer~=O. 
Remark 3.2. It follows from the preceding proposition the uniqueness of 
the I-colocalization ifit exists (cf. [S, Proposition 2.11). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let R US be a bimodule and ME &Y. If gU generates J, then 
ICok$,, = 0. 
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 1.3, IM E F&U), so IM C Im dj, , proving 
ICokdr, =O. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let R US be a D-context with the trace ideal J. Then the follow- 
ing conditions are equivalent: 
(1) IU = U and RU is I-projective. 
(2) Im T C I%Y. 
(3) Im T = ]%‘. 
(4) H and T induce an equivalence 
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Proc$ Note first hat R hi generates RI by Proposition 2.1. 
(1) 3 (2). By hypothesis, IU = Li. Hence, letting NE &?, T(N) E rF 
by Theorem 1.4.. To see T(N) F ,%?, suppose that 
is an exact sequence in gA with 1X’ = 0. Then H(X) = 0 again by Theorem 
1.4 and the induced sequence 
is exact because RU is J-projective. Thus we obtain the commutative diagram 
Hom( T(N), X) d Hom( T(N), xy 
% 
Hom(N, H(X)) - 
with the columns and the bottom row isomorphisms. It thus follows that 
T(N) E $? for all NE +A?. 
(2) 3 (3). It ffi su ces to show $2 _C Tm T. Suppose C E i%?S ince C E iF _C 
.%(sU) by Lemma 1.3, @e is an epimorphism. But then the exact sequence 
O-+Ker@e+ TH(C)aC-+Q 
splits because I Ker BIj, = 0 by Lemma 2.2 and C is J-projective. Thus there 
exists an epimorphism TN(C) --f Ker @, . However, 
Hom(TN(C), Ker @e) = 0, 
for TN(C) E Im T C I~ C rY and 1 Ker GD~ = 0. It follows that Ker G5, = 0 
and that C RS T&‘(C) E Im T. 
(3) * (1). uw T(S) E Im T = $?. 
(1) -j (3) 3 (4). This follows immediately from Theorem 2.4. 
(4) 3 (5). I Ker GM = I Cok QM = 0 by Lemmas 2.2 ancl 3.3 and 
TV E 1‘S? by the equivalence T: Im M + $7. 
(5) 3 (6). By Proposition 3.1, for all ME so&‘, 0,: T-H(M) + is the 
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coreflection of M in IV. Thus TH: +&’ -+ IV and we have a canonical isomor- 
phism 
Hom(1, c&): Hom(C, TH(M)) m Hom(C, M) for Cf,%‘, ME.&‘. 
(6) * (2). For all M E R~, TH(M) E ,% _C ,Y; hence IU = U by Theo- 
rem 1.4. According to Theorem 2.4, T(N) m TNT(N) for all N E &, but then 
THT(N) E $? by hypothesis, so Tm T C @. 
4. J-LOCALIZATION AND EQUIVALENCE 
A homomorphism #: sN --+ ,L is called the reflection of N in #’ if L E ,.9 
and if any homomorphism N -+ L’ with L’ E $Z factors uniquely through $. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The J-localization fN is the reflection fN in &? as well 
as a rational extension of N. 
Proof. Suppose that #: ,N -+ sL is the J-localization of N and that Im 4 C 
,Y CL. Since J Cok # = 0 and L E: $9, we have 
Hom(Y/Im #, sL) = 0, 
proving that # is a rational extension of N. To show $ the reflection of N in Jdi”, 
letg: N -+ L’ withl’ E $Z. Since j Ker $ = 0 andL’ E $r, (Ker $J) g = 0. This, 
together with J Cok # = 0 and L’ E #, implies an existence of g’: L -+L’ with 
#g’ = g. As for the uniqueness of g’, it suffices to show that #g’ = 0 3 g’ = 0. 
Since J Cok + = 0 and Im g’ E ,9, 
#g’=O+ JL_CIm$CKerg’ ~J(Img’)=O~Img’=O~g’=O. 
Remark 4.2. It follows from the preceding proposition the uniqueness of the 
j-localization ifit exists. 
Remark 4.3. For all NE sd, the J-localization of N exists if and only if 
SJZ = SJ. Suppose that for each YE 9, the J-localization of Y, #: Y -+ L, 
exists. Then, by the definition of .7 in Section 1, # = 0, so JY = J Ker # = 0, 
Thus 
(YE&l~Y=O}=F 
is closed under extensions, hence SJ is an idempotent ideal of S. Suppose 
conversely that S ]a = S]. Then 
so, as is well known, the J-localization fN exists for all NE s.. 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let R Us be a bimodule and NE sAe If lI.,> gestates J’ , there 
PYOO~. There exists an epimorphism g: VA) -+ Js which induces an epi- 
morphism h: VA) OS N-t JN having been defined in Section 1 via A.(- @ 3~) 
= g(-) n for n E N. Now, 
KerYN= 
I 
n.~Nl U@n=OinU@N 
s 
so ET @ Ker YN = 0 in U as A? The canonical isomorphism U!“j as N M 
(U OS N)(A) induces an isomorphism UcA) @ Ker ly, cz (U @ Ker YN)cA): but 
then (U @ Ker YN) (A) = 0 in (7J OS N)(A), so U(A) @I Ker yN = 
Nl Thus J Ker U, = h( UcA) @ Ker Y,) = 0. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let R Us be a bimodule. Ij UJ = U, then the~o~~owi~g co&t 
are equivalent: 
(1) Us is J-flat. 
(2) For all ME R&, H(M) is J-injective. 
(3) For an illjective cog&aerator V in +G’, H(V) is J-injective. 
Proof. (1) * (2). Suppose that 
0-+Y’-+Y+y”-+0 
is an exact sequence in so with JY” = 0. Then T(Y”) = U OS Y” = UJ @ 
Y” = U @ JY” = 0, and we obtain the exact sequence 
0-t T(Y’)+ T(Y)+ T(Y”) = 
since Us is J-flat. From the commutative diagram 
Hom( Y, H(M)) - 
Hom(T( Y), M) -----+ Hom( T( Y’)? M) 
with the columns and the bottom row isomorphisms, it thus follows that B-I( 
is J-injective. 
(2) * (3). This is trivial. 
(3) 3 (1). Let 
o+Y’~Y-+y”-+o 
be an exact sequence in +4? with JY” = 0. Letting XE +%’ be such that the 
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sequence 0 -+ X-F T( Y’) + T(Y) is exact, we obtain the commutative diagram 
Hom( T( Y), V) - Hom( T( Y’), V) - Hom(X, V) - 0 
Hom( Y, fl( V)) -+ IIom( Y’, H( V)) -- * 0 
with the columns isomorphisms and the rows exact because I/ is injective and 
H(V) is J-’ j t m ec ive. It follows that Hom(X, V) = 0 and that X = 0 since V is a 
cogenerator in +&‘, proving that Us is J-flat. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let RUS be a D-context with the trace ideal Js . Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) UJ = U and Us is J-flat. 
(2) Im H C ,P. 
(3) Im II .: ,P. 
(4) II and T induce an equivalence 
Im Tm#‘. 
(5) For all X E +G?, ‘PK: N - + HT(N) is the J-localization of N. 
(6) HT turns out to be the reJlector of sA? in $‘%, that is, 111’: s.A? --, J S? 
is a left adjoint of the inclusion functor ,I” 4 +&‘. 
Proof. Sote first that l;*s generates Js by Proposition 2. I. 
(1) * (2). For all MC s&, 11(M) is J-injective by the preceding lemma. 
Hence Im H C ,P’ in view of Theorem 1.8. 
(2) 2 (3). It suffices to show &Z’ L Im II. Suppose L E ,%. Since L G ,.F C 
F( f::,) by Jcmma 1.7, yL is a monomorphism. But then the exact sequence 
‘PL 0 -FL - > I/T(L) -+ Cok YL + 0 
splits because J Cok ‘P,, : : 0 by Iemma 2.3 and L is J-injective. ‘Thus there 
exists a monomorphism Cok Y, + HT(L). However, 
Hom(Cok ?P1, , HT(L)) =-2 0, 
for J Cok ?PL :-: 0 and HT(L) E Im H C /F? C #. It thus follows that Cok YL =-= 
0 and that L m IZT(L) E Im H. 
(3) -> (1). Since Im H = #’ C PF, UJ z-= L: by Theorem 1.8 and U, 
is J-flat by the preceding lemma. 
(1) -Q (3) =r (4). This follows from Theorem 2.4. 
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(4) + (5). J Ker YN = J Cok Y, = 0 by Lemmas 2.3 and 4.4 and 
IT E JL? by the equivalence H: Im T-r /A?. 
(5) * (6). By Proposition 4.1, for all NE: +A?+, !&: N + HT(iV) is the 
reflection of N in ,9. Thus HT: SA -+ &F and we have a canonical isomor- 
phkm. 
o.m(FN > I): Hom(HT(N), L) w Hom(N, L) for NE sdH, Id F ,Lf?. 
(6) G- (2). Since Im HT _C &? _C $F^, UJ = U by Theorem 1.8. According 
to Theorem 2.4, H(M) m HTH(M) for all ME R~, but then WTH( 
by hypothesis, so 11271 H _C ,A?. 
5. UALITY BETWEEN I-I-eOLOChLIZATION AND j-b2ALIZATION 
The following lemma was first obtained by the author through a proof so 
complicated thatwe adopt here a simpler proof due to Ohtake [Colocaiization a d 
localization, preprint, 19761. 
EEMMA 5.1. Let R CJs be a D-copzfext with the trace ideals gP and Js . If either 
IU = U or UJ = U, then the functor TN: ,p&? -+ go is a~ e~~~~ct~~ and the 
functor HT: &fd + sA is a monojiinctor. 
Proof. (I) Let f : M -+ M” be an epimorphism in R~. Then J Cok H(S) = 
. In fact, for u, u’ E U, H E D, and 17” f H(W), putting 
“71 “=mf, rn~M, and q = (-, d) m E H(M), 
uypp al] 7)“) = (aqd, u]) ?f = ((ad, d) 26) ?f = (al, d) (a&f) = (ad, d) (mf) 
= Ku’, 4 m)f = k'a>f = f477S), 
so I?, 4 7’ = Tf e Im H(f), p roving that J Cok H(f) = 0. But then by Theo- 
rem 1.8, T(Cok H(f)) = 0, yielding the desired exact sequence in RA 
TfiyM) __3 TW) rJlj-g(~“) -+ T(Cok H(f)) = 0. 
(2) Let g: N’ + N be a monomorphism in &Z’- For each ck E D, de&e 
first a homomorphism 8: T(N) -+ N via 
& @ n) = [d, u] n for 24 E Uj n E N. 
Now, 1 Rer T(g) = 0. In fact, for u E U, d E D, and 
@, 4 ui @ 23; = C (a~, d) ui @ ni = C u[d, u,j @ FZ~ = C 24 @ [d, 1~4~1 n;
= a4 @ c [a, q-J n; = 0, 
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But then H(Ker T(g)) = 0 by Theorem 1.4, yielding the desired exact sequence 
in ,A# 
0 = H(Ker T(g)) -+ HZ’(W) HT(g) H?‘(N). 
We are now in a position to connect Theorem 3.4 with Theorem 4.6. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let RUs be a D-context with the trace ideals RI and Js . Then 
IU = U and R U is I-projective ifa%d only ;f U J = U and Us is J-fat. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, IU = U if and only if UJ = U. Suppose that 
IU = U and that RU is I-projective. Let 
be an exact sequence in +& with JY = 0 and let X be such that the sequence 
o-+x+ T(N)+ T(N) 
is exact. By the proof of the preceding lemma, IX = 0 and T(Y) = 0 by Theo- 
rem 1.8. But then the exact sequence 
0 -+ X-t T(N) -j T(N) -+ T(Y) = 0 
splits because T(N) is I-projective by Theorem 3.4. Hence, there exists an 
epimorphism T(N) -+X. However, II(X) = 0 by the preceding lemma, so 
Hom(T(N’), X) M Hom(N’, II(X)) = 0. 
Thus X = 0, concluding that Us is J-flat. Suppose next that UJ = U and 
that Us is J-flat. Let 
O-+X+M+M”-+O 
be an exact sequence in RM with IX = 0 and let YE +# be such that the 
sequence 
H(M)+H(M”)+ Y-0 
is exact. By the proof of the preceding lemma again, JY = 0 and II(X) = 0 by 
Theorem 1.4. But then the exact sequence 
0 =H(X)+H(M)-+H(M”)-+ Y-t0 
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splits because a(M) is J-injective by Lemma 4.5. Hence, there exists a mo 
morphism Y - H(lbT’). However, T(Y) = 0 by the preceding lemma, so 
Hom( Y, H(W)) w Hom( T( Y), IV”) = 0. 
Thus 3’ = 0, concluding that RU is I-projective. 
Theorems 3.4 and 4.6 together with the preceding lemma just established yiel 
a duality between I-colocalization and J-localization as follows: 
THEOREM 5.3. Let RUs be a D-context with the &ace ideals gI and J’s . 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(I) PBi = U and RU is I-projective. 
(21 m TC,%. 
(3) Im T = ]%. 
(4) and T induce an equivalence 
(5) FOY at?1 ME: RdL?, cl&. *TH(M) -+ &I’ is the ~-co~~cal~~at~~~ oj ,%I. 
(6) TH turns out to be the core$ector of RA’ in $‘. 
(7) U] = U and Us is J-$at. 
(8) Im H_C,Z. 
(9) N=,L?. 
w: and T induce an equivalence 
Bm TwJF(i3* 
(11) FOY alt N E +k’, U,: .iV -+ HT(N) is the ~-~oca~i~atio~ of N. 
(12) T turns out to be the reflector of ,+h’ in $F. 
Moreover, in this situation, Hand T induce an equivalence 
770 restate the left-right analog of the preceding theorem, let RUs be a D-con- 
text with the trace ideals RI and JS ) 
~J=(cEAq~!CJ=C), 
qJ = {C E FJ j C, is J-projective), 
~~={LE~~]lI=O,I~L~~==0), 
gj = {L E 4 j L, is I-injective), 
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and let H’=Hom(US,-)R:&“-t&R and T’=(-@O,U),:~R-+~‘be 
the functors with the natural transformations 
CD’: T’H’-+ IAS and Y: l~~-f H’T’ 
defined canonically. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let RUS be a D-context with the trace ideals RI and JS . Then 
the following conditions aye equivalent: 
(1) UJ = U and US is J-projective. 
(2) Im T’cgJ. 
(3) Im T’ = VJ. 
(4) H’ and T’ induce an equivalence 
(5) For all ME A!& , @L: T’H’(M) -+ M is the J-colocalixation of M. 
(6) T’H’ turns out to be the core$ector of As in V, . 
(7) IU = U and RU is I-flat. 
(8) ImH’Cg. 
(9) ImH’=q. 
(10) H’ and T’ induce an equivalence 
(11) FOY allNEAR, YN: N + H’T’(N) is the I-localization of N. 
(12) H’T’ turns out to be the reflector of A$ in g. 
Moreover, in this situation, H’ and T’ induce an equivalence 
6. EQUIVALENCES 9(, U)N~~ AND I'Z-S( US) 
LEMMA 6.1. In the situation of Theorem 5.3, TH: RA! + RA is right exact 
and HT: +%‘-+- .&Y is left exact. 
Proof. (1) An exact sequence in R&’ 
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yields the exact sequence 
0 -+ H(M’) 3 H(M) Ho H(W) -+ Y--P 
with JY = T(Y) = 0 in view of Lemma 5.1. This gives rise to the exact seq-uen- 
ces 
--+ H(W) + H(M) -+ Im H(f 
-+ImH(f)+H(M”)-+ Y-+ 
Since US is j-flat, we obtain the exact sequences 
TH(iw) + TH(M) -+ T(Im N(af)) 4 0, 
0 4 T(Im H(f)) -+ TH(M”) -+ T(Y) = 0, 
concluding that the sequence 
TH(M’) + TH(M) -+ TH(M”) -+ 
is exact. 
(2) Dualize the proof of (l), and we obtain the left exactness of H 
UEOREM 6.2. Eet RUs be a D-context with the trace ideals III and jS . Thz 
the ~ol~ow~m~ com2itions aye equivalent: 
(1) IU = pi and R/IR is a J-Eat right R-module. 
(2) Ii9 = U and $5 is closed under suhodubs. 
(3 YRU) = lg. 
(4) H and T induce an equivalence 
%3 v - Jz- 
) e (2). By Theorem 1.4, 
(XE&/1X=O)=Ker 
is closed under extensions. It follows that IR is an idempotent ideal o 
according to Azumaya [2] or Miller [9], R/riP is a flat right R-module 
if ,F = jR5 is closed under submodules. 
By Theorem 1.4, Im T _C rr = 8(, U)>. Now, suppose t 
di, is an epimorphism. ce TH(C) E,Y an 
under submodules, Mer then Mer Qc = 0 by 
M TH(C) E Im T, cone JJ) = Im a. Suppose 
next that 0 +- N’ -+ N is exact in &Z. This yields the exact sequence 
0 + X-i- T(W) ---f T(N) 
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with IX = 0 by the proof of Lemma 5.1. But T(N”) E ,Y and 1F is closed 
under submodules, so X E lY. Hence X = IX = 0 and lJ, is flat. It thus follows 
from Theorem 5.3 together with Proposition 2.1 that 
9?(sU)=ImT=,V. 
(3) * (4). As is well known, Im T C 9&U), so Im T c 9&U) = $, 
Hence by Theorem 5.3, H and T induce an equivalence 
9(RU) =,%YwIrnH ==,8. 
(4) 3 (2). Since T: ,J9? --f 9&U) is an equivalence, Ce(, U) 2 Im T. This, 
together with Im T Z 9&U), h s ows that Im T = 9’(RU). Since H and T 
induce an equivalence 
IU = U by Theorem 5.3 (and hence Im T = 9(, U) = IF by Theorem 1.4) and 
the functor TH: s&? -+ so&’ is right exact by the preceding lemma. Now, to 
show that rY is closed under submodules, suppose that 
is exact in s&! with C E r.F (hence C” E !S). Since TH is right exact and since H 
and T induce an equivalence 9Y(s U) N $Z’ with C, C” E rF = 9’(slJ), we obtain 
the commutative diagram in E&Z 
TH(M)---+ TH(C) - TH(c”) - 0 
with the columns isomorphisms and the rows exact. But then by the 5-lemma M 
is an epimorphic image of TH(M) E rY, so M E 1F as desired. 
The dual of the preceding theorem is 
THEOREM 6.3. Let RUs be a D-context with the trace ideals RI and Js . Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) Uj = U and S/SJ is a projective left S-module. 
(2) U J = U and JP is closed under factor modules. 
(3) F(U,) = ,P. 
(4) Hand T induce an equivalence 
$T N F( Us). 
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mf. (1) e(2). By Theorem 1.8, 
(YE#[ JY=O)=KerT 
is closed under extensions. It follows that SJ is an idempotent ideal of S. Thus, 
according to Azumaya [2] or Miller [9], A’/isJ is a projective left S-module if and 
only if JF = &F is closed under factor modules. 
(2) G- (3). By Theorem 1.8, Im N C JF = F(Us)’ Kow;, suppose that 
% E F(&). Then YL is a monomorphism. Moreover, since T(L) E ,.F and 
since ,P is closed under factor modules, Cok lu, E #. But then Cok !PL 
for J Cok ?& = 0 by Lemma 2.3. Thus L m HT(L) E Em H, concluding 
= Im H. Suppose next that M + M” -+ 0 is exact in R~. This yields 
M(M) --f H(M”) + Y -+ 5 
with JY = 0 by the proof of Lemma 5.1, But H(M”) E JF and Js is clos 
under factor modules, so Y E JF. Hence Y = 0 and s U is projective. It th 
follows from Theorem 5.3 together with Proposition 2.1 that 
(3) - (4). As is shown in the proof of Theorem 1.8, Bm H C F(Us), so 
Im N C F(U,) = ,g. Hence Sy Theorem 5.3, H and T induce an equivalence 
(4) * (2). Since H: 1%? -+ F( U,) is an equiva?ence, %( U,> Z Bm H. This, 
together with Im H C s( U,), shows that P( U,) = Im dd. Since and T induce 
an equivalence 
I%? - .F( U,) = rm 
UJ = hi by Theorem 5.3 (and hence Im Ii = F(U,) = JF by Theorem 1.8) 
and the functor WT: +&’ -+ +& is left exact by Lemma 6. I. Now, to show that 
Js is dosed under factor modules, suppose that 
is exact in .+&‘ with Z E Jg (hence L’ E 5F). Since HT is left exact and H and T 
induce an equivalence $? N P( U,) with L, L’ E $F = S( Us), we obtain the 
commutative diagram in +&’ 
0 -+ HT(L’) - Em(L) - HT(N) 
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with the columns isomorphisms and the rows exact. But then by the 5lemma 
iV’ is isomorphic to a submodule of HT(iV) E #, so N E J9 as desired. 
7. SUPPLEMENTS 
We recall 
EXAMPLE 7.1. Each module U, gives rise to a D-context RUs by putting 
R = End( U,), D = Hom( U, , S,), [d, U] = du, (u, d) u’ = u(dzc’) for d E D, 
U, u’ E U. This context is called the derived context of U, , the trace ideal sJs 
of which is just the trace ideal of U, in S. Moreover, letting sIR and sJs be the 
trace ideals of the derived context of U, , 
(1) Us is finitely generated projective o I = R. 
(2) Us is a generator in J&~ + J = 5’ + I is the trace ideal of RU in R. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let RUs be a bimodule with the trace ideal J of Us in S. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) Us is finitely generated projective with R = End( Us). 
(2) UJ= Uand.U is a generator in RA? with R = End( U,). 
(3) H and T induce an equivalence 
(4) H’ and T’ induce an equivalence 
Proof. (1) * (2). This is well known. 
(2) z- (1). Since R = End( U,), s Us turns out to be the derived context 
of U, with the trace ideals RIR and J. Then IU = UJ = U, so R E 9&U) = 
rF by Theorem 1.4. Thus R = II? = I and Us is finitely generated projective. 
(1) j (3). Applying Theorem 5.3 to the derived context RUs of Us with 
the trace ideals R and J, we conclude that H and T induce an equivalence 
(1) * (4). Applying Theorem 5.4 to the derived context RUS of Us with 
the trace ideals R and J, we conclude that H’ and T’ induce an equivalence 
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(3) 3 (2). Since TN(M) w M naturally for all ME s&Y, R U is a generator 
in RA!’ with R = End( U,> by Morita [lo, Theorem 1.11. Since 
is an equivalence, Im N = $2 C J9, so UJ = U by Theorem 1.8. 
(4) * (1). From the canonical isomorphisms 
= End(R,) w End( T’(R)) w End( U,), 
it follows that R = End( hi,). Since T’: A$& -+ VJ is an equivalence, Im T’ = VJ D 
Now, applying Theorem 5.4 to the derived context RUs of U, with the trace 
ideals RIR and J, we obtain 
concluding that 1 = R. 
A module U, is called dominant if Lr, is faithful Etnitely ge 
and if R U is lower distinguished with R = End( Us). In [13-j, tter has shown 
that a finitely generated projective module hi, is dominant if and only if its 
trace ideal J in S is the smallest dense left ideal of S. 
~OROLLARrr 7.3. Let Rus be a &module with the trace ideal J in S. ?%m the 
follow&g conditions are equivalent: 
(1) U, is domilzant with R = End( U,). 
(2) J is the smallest dense left ideal of S and H and T kduce an eqzkvahnce 
.A - $2. 
(3) J is the smallest dense left ideal of S and H’ and T’ induce an equivalence 
ADDENDUM 
After writing this paper, the author received from Professor T. Onodera a copy of his 
manuscript entitled “Godominant dimensions and Morita equivalences,” where he has 
also obtained our Theorem 2.4, (3) m a more explicit form for the case of a derived 
context RCJ~ of RU, as well as many other interesting results. 
NOTE ADDED FEBRUARY 17, 1978 
(1) Let sZjS be a D-context with the trace ideals ,+I and JS (abbreviated to <rein ; 1, I>). 
If 1U = U, then this context induces a D-context <RU @s S Js ; 1, J> satisfying condi- 
tion (I) in Theorem 5.3. In fact, letf be an epimorphism in nA’ with I Merf = 0. Then 
H(f) is a monomorphism with J Cok H(f) = 0. It thus follows that IIom(&SJ, H(f)) 
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is an isomorphism, or equivalently, so is Hom(T(sfi, f ), concluding that sU @S SJ = 
T(SJ) is I-projective. 
Applying this to an R-context &IR ; I, I> with pairings defined by the ring multi- 
plication, where I is an idempotent ideal of R, we obtain a typical example due essentially 
to Sato [The concrete description of the colocalization, Proc. Japan Acad. 52 (1976), 
501-5041: 
(2) Each idempotent ideal I of R gives rise to an R-context (RI 8~ IR ; 1,1) satisfying 
condition (1) in Theorem 5.3. 
(3) As has been shown in Bland [Relatively flat modules, Bull. Austral. Math. Sot. 13 
(1975), 375-3871, I-projective modules are already I-flat. Thus all the conditions ((l)-(12)) 
in both Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 are equivalent. 
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